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One of the biggest challenges at the start is allowing yourself, giving yourself 
permission, to sit still and do nothing. No drink in hand, no phone nearby, no 

journal on your lap. 

Practise 5 minutes of sitting still and see how your body reacts, it’s kind of funny! 
Nervous twitches, urges and compulsions to move, shock at sitting still and not 
being productive ... but hopefully you may feel a deepening relaxation towards 

the 4th-5th minute. 

Some physical releases may occur as your nervous switches to parasympathetic 
(relaxed) response as opposed to sympathetic (nervous). 

Try doing this with no music, no meditation recording. 

Practise again for 4 days at the same time if possible. Ps. Keep eyes open! 

Then I’d love for you to check out the rest of this 8-page guide and MP3 
recordings I prepared. They are available online (free), and will be an essential 

accompaniment for you while you get started and also down the track. 

Welcome to Meditation
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download here

Thank you for taking time out of your life to delve into the 
possibilities and benefits of Health Meditation. Click on the 

banner BELOW to open up the Google Drive folder and 
download the MP3 of your choice. 

If the above link does not work, copy and paste the following into 
your browser: https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0ByZzqleJ4

bAjTHpycXcwRXFOanc

The following pages will give you a preview of each meditation, as 
well as tips and education on how to experience meditation.
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Meditat ion has been pract ised for thousands of  years in many di fferent 
forms. I t  is  of ten associated with spir i tual i ty and an al ternat ive way 
of  l iv ing.  In recent years,  the heal th benef i ts of  a regular meditat ion 

pract ice for  a l l  indiv iduals,  including professionals,  students, 
teachers,  chi ldren and the elder ly,  have resul ted in recommendat ions 

f rom pract i t ioners al l  around the wor ld to pract ise meditat ion dai ly.

Access & Download

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0ByZzqleJ4bAjTHpycXcwRXFOanc?usp=sharing


When I was travelling the east coast of Australia, I would meditate ...

... In a bbq shelter in a park

... On a tree-stump (wherever I found one)

... On a seat next to a bike track or skate ramp

...	 On	the	floor	in	a	playground	leaning	against	the	swingset

...	 On	a	yoga	mat	on	the	grass	outside	our	caravan,	or	under	a	tree,	or	on	the	
side of a footpath (coupled with some stretches to soothing music)

... In the passenger seat of the car

...	 In	the	public	library

...	 On	the	shore	of	a	bay,	or	on	the	sand	of	a	surf	beach.

Was	it	private	in	any	of	these	places	for	me?	Not	at	all.	But	when	I	went	and	
found	a	space	to	sit	down	by	myself,	with	the	intention	to	meditate,	I	was	

not	once	interrupted	or	looked	at	strangely.	Sometimes	I	spoke	outloud	and	
recorded a meditation to listen again later, other times I sat in complete 

silence.	I	received	many	smiles	and	plenty	of	people	approached	me	when	I	was	
finished	to	start	genuine	and	kind	conversation.

Perhaps	this	week	and	next	week,	you	could	also	pick	a	totally	random	place	to	
meditate	-	or	at	the	very	minimum,	sit	in	silence	and	focus	on	deepening	your	

breath for 2 minutes. 

If	you	don’t	have	a	recording	available	to	listen	to,	just	slow	down	your	mind,	
listen	to	your	breath	and	tune	into	your	body’s	physical	feelings	from	top	to	
bottom.	Closing	your	eyes	is	a	nice	way	to	signal	-	to	others	-	that	you	are	in	
do-not-disturb	mode.	It’s	always	nice	to	take	a	moment	to	smile	towards	your	

heart	when	you’re	finishing.

The	‘perfect	place	to	sit’	for	meditation...	

Where	is	it?		What	does	it	look	like?

You	may	find,	with	an	open	mind,	that	the	‘perfect	place’	is	not	actually	a	
physical	space.	It’s	a	place	in	your	mind	-	or	in	other	words,	a	mind-	set.	

When	you	look	around	your	home-place	or	workplace	or	anywhere	else	you	
are,	you	only	need	to	find	somewhere	you	can	sit	and	close	your	eyes	for	15	

minutes.



VISUALISATIONS & MEDITATIONS (SHORT, GUIDED, CREATIVE)

Read this guide, and click here to open up the Google 
Drive folder and download the MP3 of your choice.  
Please prepare for your meditation practice with a 

comfortable place to sit and listen to the MP3 audio. You 
will need just 15 minutes out of your day to participate: 
A few minutes of setting up your meditation space and 

settling into your seat, 10 minutes of listening to the 
recording, and 2 minutes of relaxation or journaling time 

at the end before you get back into your day.     

With Joanna Becker, Australian Wellness-Medium Author

Meditation Portfolio

Mother Earth A supportive experience relieving you of a little tension. The dawn of a new day 
brings forward an opportunity to feel fresh and create the day with a relaxed mind-set. - you may be 
unaware that you are holding tension from the day or night before.

Grounded Like a Tree Have you ever felt that there is so much going on, and everybody needs 
you for different things? Maybe your mind is full of thoughts and you feel rather disconnected from 
earth - maybe even a bit off balance. Take a moment to reflect on how you feel.

With mobile phones and computers, driving around in the car, talking with different people everywhere, 
we can really ‘lift off’. And when we lift off, we make ourselves available to everyone and everything, 
as if floating (or whirling) around. And so today’s meditation practice is about handling distractions and 
bringing you back to your purpose. 

When you hear distractions during this meditation practice, become mindful of sounds and choose to 
let them go. This can affect your life in a positive way. The distractions in your life will just disappear. 
And you can stay focused on your intentions and on your life path.

Mindfulness is about becoming present, hearing sounds around you, feeling your body, all the while 
knowing that you can let it pass by. And if you can continue this practice you will enjoy the benefits in 
your everyday life. Just like a tree standing tall attached to the earth with roots buried deep, you will be 
reliable and everyone will understand who you are and respect your (healthy) boundaries.

Mindfulness and staying grounded takes practice. So after you participate in this meditation today, I 
urge you to take a moment of mindfulness, to bring yourself to the present moment and slow the pace 
down, every day. You might like to recall the tree and its roots in the earth, the branches and all the 
events and people passing by the tree.

Bright Light Relaxation Feel a growing white light approach you and step into it for a wave of 
relaxation through your body. Have an encounter with an animal, group of people and other images in 
your magical mind before relaxing into stillness.
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Lakeside Abundance There is enough in this world for everyone, and more. Connect to the 
infinite all around us in this world. And appreciate the inner guidance, which supports you, even 
when you are not presently conscious of your natural support system. 

Star Insight A universe-wide experience and encounter with a star for insight. Receive a 
message, image or feel your inner wisdom and enjoy the brilliance of a glowing star in front of you. 

The Gift Don’t think wrapped boxes with ribbons, this is a different kind of gift. And you might 
find it a little surprising how a meditation experience like this can inspire you. This week’s 
recording can be kept and listened to anytime, for any scenario or situation in your life.

Stillness from Above This experience helps you to find a place of relaxation and stillness 
within your own body and mind. You may find this powerful in letting yourself ‘switch off’ for a few 
moments of peace, and perhaps you’ll be soothed into hearing an insight from within.

Creekside Ground and relax your body and re-focus your mind. Become aware of your 
breathing, and distractions in your subconscious, then let them go and approach your day more 
present to your life and purpose.

Dive Into Light Relax your body and discover a new space as we go away together on a 
journey. Due to the longer length, please consider your internet data when deciding to download.

Live Group Meditation This full length full body relaxation meditation was delivered by 
zoom live meeting and, like all here, delivered from a place of intuition and spontaneous flow. 
NB: Due to the longer length, please consider your internet data when deciding to download. In 
spontaneous guided meditations, each session is vastly different. We begin with grounding to the 
space, breathing, relaxing the full body slowly, before going on a creative visualisation together 
where we enjoy extended time in quiet stillness before returning to our day and stretching.

Forest Immersion Treat all your senses to the natural beauty of a forest while relaxing.

Wave of Colour A relaxing opportunity to reconnect with your purpose, or discover your 
purpose for the first time. 
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DID YOU KNOW? Creat ive Meditat ion is a form of Heal th Meditat ion 
that combines mindfulness, body relaxat ion and creat ive v isual isat ion 

to br ing you to a place of  peace and personal  intui t ion.  Heal th 
Meditat ion helps to reduce stress and reset the f ight  or  f l ight 

response, charge the ‘peace-battery’ ,  enhance communicat ion and 
sel f -conf idence, and improve sleep and overal l  physical  heal th.

Garden Meditation  This particular creative journey was inspired by the Toowoomba Garden 
of Flowers, which you may have had a chance to visit. The talent and commitment, patience and 
creativity of everyone involved - as well as each individual flower - really took my breath away.

You can listen to the recording (in a quiet restful place) with your eyes closed. Take in the 
message and the guidance on how to create this visualisation. Then, turn off the audio and sit in 
quiet meditation for a further 10 minutes, using the creative visualisation as a tool to reach your 
meditation.

Becoming Present to Christmas Preparing you for the essence of the Christmas 
holidays, guiding you to connect with the relaxation and happiness of Christmas Day, with family 
and friends in your life physically and spiritually. Helpful in a busy lead-up to Christmas, to slow 
down your busy mind to enjoy the occasion.

Self Confidence Meditation This short meditation was delivered live over Facebook and 
from a place of intuition and spontaneous flow. It’s a little fast as I was on limited phone data. For 
this one, if you can’t hear my voice or I speak too fast, just let yourself relax into your space and 
see where you go naturally, towards a place of self-love, acceptance and confidence in your own 
body and mind, and capture just those words that are meaningful for you and your confidence.
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Dew Drop Comfort To soothe your body and mind during an especially needy time. If you have 
a special event or busy period, and then a little ‘something’ (good or not so good) happens that puts 
your body or mind out, this meditation may help you get in touch with your body’s ability to comfort 
itself.

Paper Insight Feel like you are pushing uphill? Or perhaps, the opposite, maybe you are in 
positive flow and happiness, and would like to maintain your flow? This visualisation will help you 
relax then guide you through a short creative journey to collect a piece of paper with an insight word 
for you, from your inner knowingness, while acknowledging other people’s unique paths.

Bubble Insight Not a bubble blower or a bubble bath :) A relaxing visualisation and encounter 
with a version of yourself, and an opportunity to safely, happily, step into your idea of your dream 
life. Perfect for when you need to step forward in your life and accept all that you deserve.

Beach Healing Join me at the beach to rejuvenate your body with fresh sea air. Whether you 
are at the beach or not, this will awaken your senses and help your mind and body cleanse with the 
warmth of the sun.

An integral  step in meditat ion is Posi t ioning and Atmosphere -  that 
is ,  where and how you choose to s i t  down for your pract ice for  you 
or your chi ldren. Please be mindful  that  you are able to s i t  down in 

a way where you are comfortable yet  st i l l  a ler t .  Relax into th is space 
before start ing the audio.  At  the end of  the recording, i f  you are st i l l 

in a dreamy place, cont inue to relax,  and then connect wi th your 
atmosphere ent i re ly by focusing on each part  of  your body that is 

touching the physical  wor ld,  or  imagine roots in your feet  connect ing 
to the ground. You might l ike to eat something raw and natural 

af terwards, such as an apple or carrot ,  a long with a dr ink of  water, 
warm herbal  tea or plant-based shake.
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The Perfect Birth This extended 40-minute Guided Creative Meditation takes you on a relaxing 
journey within. In a nurturing and loving inner-place, you are invited to prepare your mind with 
peaceful and accepting feelings towards pregnancy, birth, parenting, and many other life events that 
define who you are quite perfectly. 

This meditation is completely adaptable to your particular birthing - so that no matter when you listen 
to it, you can be soothed, reassured and empowered. You might listen to it a few times during your 
pregnancy, on the day you are giving birth (early stages of labour), or maybe a few weeks, months - 
or even years - after you give birth. 

It accompanies a book on amazon called ‘Faith In Me’, a collection of 33 stories from 25 Australian 
mums. All contributors generously shared their emotions and the glorious, comical, and enrapturing 
details of the day they gave birth, with the goal of spreading love about pregnancy and birthing. 
Together we have created a timeless keepsake that will help create a confident society with a healthy 
mindset - where new mums are empowered, positive and proud to experience birth (no matter how, 
when or where). 

for parents & children
A visit to the Beach for Children  A pre-schooler can really enjoy this descriptive and 
animated meditation, where they relax on the sand at the beach, listen to the waves, and notice 
cloud formations in the blue sky above. This is a brilliant opportunity for a child to dream about the 
future, and know how special and unique he or she is. 

You can ask your children to do these activities after this meditation: 
1. Using soft cotton wool, stretch and pull it in different shapes and sizes and glue it onto blue paper. 
Or glue it onto toilet paper rolls and hang them from a stick mobile, and lie down beneath them.
2. Draw a picture of you and a few friends. Draw parts that are different - colour of hair, favourite 
clothes, different faces, serious, playful, cheerful, shy, etc. Now draw a sky and different clouds 
overhead. Can you draw a line between the friends and the clouds so each friend has a cloud? 
3. Create poster boards of clouds made out of any crafty material, we used white cupcake papers. As 
the picture evolves, ask why they chose the shape for the cloud. If the cloud had a voice, what would 
it sound like, what would it say? If it had a face, what would it look like? How does the cloud make 
the child feel? This symbol is a great way to discuss deep feelings and favourite things.

Sleepy Cloud for Children A nurturing experience to gently soothe children into bed and 
relaxation for a restful sleep. With guided breathing and visualisation of a bed of a wispy cloud and 
the love of family all around, and with the backing of Joanna’s sleepy melody on digital piano.

Dusty’s Wonder Bug For Children This 15-minute Story, Dusty’s Wonder Bug, is delivered 
to young children in a calm, peaceful and loving voice, with the backing of Joanna’s melody on 
acoustic piano. While this audio isn’t a meditation in the true sense, it is a suitable entry point for 
children to the calm and insightful delivery style of meditations. After the story is complete, there is an 
additional 8 minutes of lovely piano melody. This provides a perfect time for resting ... imagining ... 
and reflecting on the story theme and messages of health food growing in nature.  Parents can learn 
to recite the story to repeat at bedtime or mealtime. Visit my website joannabecker.com.au for craft 
resources, healthy kitchen recipes, composting activities and for the illustrated copy of this story.
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Being able to meditate without a guide
(copy and paste to the following into the Notes of your 

phone or print a hardcopy.)
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Now, on your own

Now we open up the possibilities and time-frame, as you learn how to lead yourself in quiet meditation. 
Prepare your meditation space. Then in a standing position, stretch your muscles slowly and gently. 
Then take a seat. Align your body symmetrically. 

Exhale deeply. Slowly, take yourself through the following journey.

Listen to the sounds within the room. Listen to the sounds outside the room. Moving through your body 
parts gradually, wriggle and stretch and roll the muscles, contracting the muscles in, then letting the 
muscles relax. Move through your whole body, giving loving awareness to the extra sore parts today.

Breathe deeply, imagining your breath rolling up your body until it reaches the top of your head, and 
rolling down to the base of your body, where it takes anchor on the ground. With every breath up and 
down, notice that the anchor becomes heavier. Breathe like this another nine to nineteen times.

Become aware of an image of yourself as you sit in this relaxed place. Take in the position your body is 
in, the gentle and peaceful expression on your face. And as if a zoom lens on a camera is zooming out, 
see the room around you. See the building. See the environment. See the sky. See the planet earth. 
Noticing now, space and galaxies all around you. This is a peaceful place full of stillness and quiet. In 
the distance, there is twinkling and magical movement of stars.

Become aware of your mind letting go and releasing its weight, and see thoughts and responsibilities 
escape into the space around your head. This may look like tiny stars and galaxies, slowly drifting 
around, connected to your body but at the same time, free to move and explore, and be the magic 
that they are. And search within your mind now for any remaining thoughts and let them all go into the 
open space around you. Take a moment now to enjoy the stillness of this space, and to fully feel the 
emptiness in your mind.

And when you begin to remember that you are in a meditation space, and it feels like its time to go, let 
your mind fill with the thoughts and responsibilities. These lovely responsibilities that make you YOU, 
that show how much you care, and that give you your purpose.

Take these thoughts with love back into your room, where you see yourself breathing and relaxing in 
your meditation place. Notice your breathing rolling up and down your body once again, and notice the 
anchor lifting off the ground, letting you finish this meditation practice now. And when you are ready, 
with awareness of your breath, gently open your eyes.

You might like to write in your journal how you felt during this silent, self-guided meditation experience. 
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	Click here to access and download: 


